
The Group Coordinator’s Code of Conduct has been developed to help Group Coordinators to contribute to 
a safe and supportive pilgrimage which enables all pilgrims to deepen their personal faith, broaden their 
understanding of the Catholic Church, form enriching relationships with other young Catholics and respond to 
God in their life.

Group Coordinators must understand their additional responsibilities during the Melbourne Pilgrimage and 
their duty of care for all participating pilgrims. Group Coordinators must be mindful that they are representing 
the Archdiocese of Melbourne.

Group Coordinators are asked to read, sign and abide by the following. I will: 
•  adhere to the Melbourne ACYF Pilgrim Code of Conduct.
•  abide by the principles set out in Integrity in the Service of the Church, the document of principles 

and standards for lay workers in the Catholic Church in Australia or Integrity in Ministry, the document 
of Principles and Standards for Catholic Clergy and Religious, as applicable.

•  act prudently to fulfil my responsibilities as outlined in the Melbourne ACYF Policy and Procedures 
document, including providing active supervision of any minors in my care.

•  support the leadership structure and follow the direction of those in the Pilgrimage Support Team to 
provide a unified approach.

•  be a positive witness and promote the values of the Catholic Church through words and actions.
•  treat every person with dignity and respect in words and actions.
•  not develop a relationship with one pilgrim to the exclusion of other pilgrims.
•  be alert and mindful of the physical and emotional welfare of those assigned to my care and will seek 

the appropriate assistance in dealing with their concerns or problems.
•  provide a healthy smoke-free environment for children and young people (e.g. e-cigarettes are not 

permitted).
•  ensure that any prescription medication is taken as prescribed and only in a way that will not impair 

my capacity to fulfil my role.
•  not supply alcohol or illegal drugs to pilgrims as I understand that this is not permitted 
•  assist pilgrims to resolve disputes calmly and respectfully, seeking support from other Pilgrimage 

Leaders if required.
•  be conscious of and respect the physical and emotional boundaries required by others.
•  not participate in any form of sexual activity, with or in the presence of young people such as flirting, 

engaging in sexually explicit discussion, sexual innuendos, inappropriate social media communication 
inappropriate photography, or exposure to pornography or nudity. Sexual abuse occurs when a person 
uses power, force or authority to involve or expose a child or young person in any form of sexual activity.

•  engage in appropriate and non-intrusive physical contact. Under no circumstances is physical 
(corporal) punishment permitted or any form of physical treatment that could be considered 
degrading, cruel, frightening or humiliating. 

•  ensure behaviour management strategies are fair, respectful and appropriate to the young person’s 
age and stage of development and that young people are provided with clear direction and an 
opportunity to redirect their behaviour in a positive manner.

•  respect the privacy of all individuals participating in the pilgrimage and will not disclose their personal 
information without informing them and obtaining their consent.

•  ensure that photographs or videos of young people are taken and published for the purposes of the 
pilgrimage, with the permission of parent/guardian and provide an opportunity for the young person 
to consent to participating in the photography or video where appropriate.
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•  avoid private communication with young people (e.g. individual phone calls, emails, social media 
messages etc.) except where necessary for the requirements of the pilgrimage operations. I will 
instead try to use group or shared correspondence.

•  not use my position of authority and responsibility to threaten, harass or intimidate anyone.
•  avoid being alone with pilgrims, especially in sleeping, dressing or bathing areas.
•  use language that is positive and engaging, and not humiliating, threatening, frightening, 

discriminatory, racist or sexist (including suggestive humour, jokes and innuendo).

If my group contains minors, I will not consume any alcohol during the Pilgrimage. 

If my group does not contain minors, I will only consume alcohol responsibly in a way which does not impact 
my ability to fulfil my role and responsibilities.

I have read the above Code of Conduct and I agree to follow it. I understand that if I fail to follow this Code 
of Conduct, or if I behave in a manner that compromises the safety or wellbeing of others, any or all of the 
following actions may be necessary:

•  Reporting the misconduct to local statutory authorities e.g. Police, if the breach is considered to be 
criminal in nature (such as assault). 

•  Dismissal from my role within the Melbourne Pilgrimage which may also require me to reimburse the 
Melbourne Pilgrimage for any monetary sponsorship that was provided

•  Exclusion from the Melbourne Pilgrimage. I understand that I would be responsible for any associated 
costs as a result of being excluded from the pilgrimage. This includes, but not limited to, making my 
own travel arrangements home, alternative accommodation.

•  Termination as a Pilgrimage Leader and being escorted from the ACYF venue
•  Reporting the misconduct to ACYF event organisers, if the breach in any way violates the ACYF Terms 

and Conditions or Code of Conduct
•  Reporting the incident and actions taken by the Pilgrimage Support Team to my parish/school/

organisational leader
•  A ban on future involvement in Melbourne Archdiocesan Pilgrimages and events.

I understand that as a Group Coordinator I am responsible for ensuring that any additional adult leaders 
appointed to my group are suitable and receive adequate formation and training for their role. 

I confirm that all leaders in my group satisfy the child safety requirements of the Melbourne Archdiocese and 
will follow the Melbourne ACYF Policy and Procedures document. 

If my group is from a school, I confirm that all leaders in my group (including any chaplains) hold current 
registration with the Victorian Institute of Teaching or satisfy the requirements listed below for groups not 
attending from a school. 

If my group is not from a school, I confirm that all leaders in my group have:
• a valid Working with Children Check and,
• either a Police Check issued within the last 3 years and a signed statutory declaration to confirm 

nothing has changed since the date on the Police Check; or a Police Check issued within the last 
three months.

Group Coordinator name: 

Pilgrimage Group: 

Group Coordinator Signature:      Date: 

Witness name: 

Witness signature:        Date: 

Listen to what the spirit is saying Rev 2:7
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